Identification of Key Actors of Agricultural Community-based Organization from Communication Perspective in Malaysia
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ABSTRACT

This paper was part of a larger study which focuses on communication aspect of sustainable agriculture. To date, most of communication issues highlight role of extension officer rather than CBOs or the farmers meaning from top to bottom approach. It is realized that the flows of communication and the exchanges between different actors are extremely significant especially to understand the current state of agriculture and to facilitate the learning process. This underscores the need for dialogues and interactions between different actors and networks. Hence, this research will focus on CBOs because of the changing focus from extension officers to CBOs also changes the agricultural perspective. The purpose of this paper is to identify key actors that involved in an agricultural community-based organization (CBO). By identifying key actors, we can understand: 1) characteristic of a CBO; and 2) dissemination of agricultural knowledge – network. Therefore, a more sustainable agricultural practice can be embraced by many especially by conventional farmers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this study, we shall focus on one of human activity that affected us the most i.e. agriculture. From that point, we will look at communication or network aspect of agriculture. Agriculture sector can contribute to expedite sustainability because: 1) agricultural sectors use the most land thus can have very significant influence on the environment; and 2) the end product of agriculture has often been food, making it one of the foundations of human society. The agriculture sector is one of the government’s priority areas due to its capacity to act as a tool for poverty eradication and improving societal welfare.

Communication is the key to enhancing the information flow along this food supply chain and ensuring that sustainable agriculture initiatives and products eventually reach potential
consumers that may be thousands of miles away [1]. Therefore, orienting the public to the right choice is important. It is realized that the flows of communication and the exchanges between different actors are extremely significant especially to understand the current state of agriculture and to facilitate the learning process [2].

This underscores the need for dialogues and interactions between different actors and networks. Hence, knowledge/information must be in understandable form, so that it can be absorbed by the public and thus achieve the purpose. It must be understood that communication is not a mere addendum to the real business of sustainable development because it is probably the most significant part of it [3,4]. In Malaysia, sustainable agriculture usually initially promoted by other-than-government body be it NGOs, CBOs or individual persons [5-10]. The weaknesses of the current practice is underlined by the fact that the knowledge/information is not well distributed, the unsustainable nature of the ‘top-down’ and ‘supply-driven’ approach, the lack of clarity of roles and responsibility of government agencies and the little emphasis on expenditure in agriculture.

This research will focus on the roles of CBOs because changing the focus from extension officers to CBOs also changes the agricultural perspective. There are several reasons why CBOs are the suitable actors to play the role of communicators which are: 1) agriculture itself is regarded as community work; 2) a community is small enough to be realistically and reachable because an individual alone is too small and powerless while the government and other big company/organization too out of touch; and 3) small farms tend to use their land less intensively compared to large farms — a practice that is potentially is less environmentally damaging and could foster long-term agricultural growth.

2. STUDY SITE

This study is based on long-term field studies during 2010-2012. It was conducted in Sekinchan, Selangor, Malaysia. Sekinchan stretches out at latitude 3º 42’ North and 101º 3’ East. Sekinchan is about 100 km from Kuala Lumpur and is situated along the main coastal main road between Tanjong Karang to the south and Sungai Besar to the north. The majority population of Sabak Bernam is Malay that is representing 74.1 %, followed by Chinese 19.35 %, Indian 3.84 % and others 2.71 % [11]. Selangor is considered as the sixth state of Malaysia that provides agricultural product to consumers [12]. The land area as much as 433.83 square km (43.54 %) is allocated for agriculture purpose which is the second highest after forest reserves (44.49 %). Other land usage are roads (6.62 %), residential area (2.39 %), government’s land (1.67 %), institutional and public facilities (0.49 %), recreation area (0.61 %) and business and industrial area (0.19 %) [11].

Rice farming has been monopolizing the use of land with a total of 93.5 % making it the most important agricultural activities. Paddy land of Sekinchan is part of Tanjong Karang Irrigation Scheme (TKIS). The paddy land is divided into 16 paddy blocks. Each of it is divided into paddy lots of about 3 acres (1.2 ha) [13]. Other agricultural land usages include vegetables/cash crop (4.7 %), orchard (1.2 %) and palm oil (0.5 %).
Figure 1. Map of Sekinchan, Selangor.
3. COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATION

The SRI D'9 name is taken from acronym SRI (System of Rice Intensification) as their main agricultural product and D'9 taken from their exact location i.e. Parit 9 (lit. ditch). The SRI D'9 consists of individual farmers who have their own land. This SRI D'9 is under the tutelage of Selangor DOA and it is not an ad hoc committee. It is a Malay Muslim community-based organization located in Sungai Leman, Sekinchan, Selangor, Malaysia. As much as 148.8 ha of land are covered by the SRI D'9 (124 lots).

The farmers have been involved in agriculture for as long as 20 to 30 years. However, they still require updates in knowledge and information regarding agriculture. The efforts to convert to natural farming have started in September 2010 with Sungai Leman as its testing ground. After some positive results, the SRI D'9 was then founded in early 2011 [14].

4. METHODOLOGY

This exploratory study is best carried out using qualitative approach. In conducting the case studies and for better data analyses, triangulation technique was applied to analyze findings from different sets of data obtain through different methods [15,17]. The main techniques are: 1) 35 key informants for individual semi-structured interviews concurrent with field observations; and 2) data analysis e.g. observational notes, documents, any communication channels and audiovisual materials were used to uncover barriers and benefits. Among the most important aspect is Rapid Appraisal of Agricultural Knowledge System (RAAKS) was used to guide interview sessions and help analyze the data. RAAKS case studies were conducted to identify best practices and lesson learned about research, extension, education and communication linkages. This method was endorsed and used by IISD and rigorously tested in six (6) countries in Central America [18-20]. The application of RAAKS in this research is not for intervention or participation in any decision making but to harness with its established methodology. RAAKS’ tools have the liberty to adapt (extending or combining them) or develop new tools. RAAKS’ materials are easily reachable online at no cost.

5. RESULTS

This basic configuration diagram was constructed as an overview of the SRI D’9’s AKIS. This configuration synthesis the result of communication networks, guided interview (semi-structured), septagrams and feedback from them. There are 23 different (and overlapping) actors of the SRI D’9’s communication networks which can be divided into six groups i.e. research, extension & training, consumers, marketing, input suppliers and visitor. Three of them overlap each other: 1) Menteri Besar Incorporated (MBI) is involved in research and extension & training boundary; 2) Department of Agriculture (DOA) is involved in extension & training and consumers; and 3) retailer is involved in marketing and input suppliers. An obvious connection between boundaries is consumers and marketing. Almost all actors have direct network with SRI D’9 except for International Rice Research Institute (IRRI), National University of Malaysia (UKM), Cornell University (CU), Felca Training Centre (FTC), Bernas, DOA, and annual agriculture events whereby MBI and AE (extension officer) play a significant role in connecting the nodes.
Figure 2. Basic Configuration.

Figure 3. Communication Network Diagram.
This communication network diagram shows the relative importance of networks. The abbreviation is located in Figure 2 (Basic Configuration). The closer the concentric ring to centre (the SRI D’9) indicates increased importance of the networks and directly means a higher frequency of knowledge/information exchange. In the case of the SRI D’9, the more important networks involve input suppliers cluster, extension officer and MBI. It is then followed by marketing cluster, consumers and DOA. Another outer ring is research cluster and FTC as a training centre. The least important actor is visitors.

4. CONCLUSION

This case study has identified some important findings on the SRI D’9. In the case of SRI D9, we are able to identify the key actors that influenced SRI D’9 agricultural activities. It also shows that farmers (CBOs) can work hand in hand with government agencies to put into practice sustainable agriculture in Malaysia in their very own way. Suitable support should be given to them in the form of financial, R & D facilities and moral.
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